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Hr. B. chadelet Augat 27, 196

1*.W.G. Burt

InTlication of the Descending Trend of Chart No. 2
"Identification and Freparation of Projects" on
Loans to be sIgned in Fiscal Year 1970

Of the 15 edcation projects in the forecast for signing in
FT 1970:

1 ha& been apraiied but is fromec pnding a change in
.iscal policies in the borrowng country.

8 are in the pipslins.

I should soon enter the pipelnn as an extension of a
recently concluded loan for education and should require
les proparatio than is required for an entirely now project.

3 others would be second loans or credits where an
education project is already being implemented and should
enter the pipeline early In 1969.

2 have not 1%t entered the pip34zn but are aqcted
to do so In late 1968 or early 19 9.

In addition to the above, 5 projects not or ginally forocast
for WY 1970 u.y reach the hesoutive Board during that ywer.

swVCt

cl Mr. k1antin.



eassrs. Armstroug, Burt, Evans and4 Geolot August 23, 1968

S. Chaaenet . Chadene4

Implicatiou of the Deending Trend of Chart o. 2
'Identification and Preparation of Projects" on
Loans to be }igned in Fiscal Year 19.70

Mr. Mciamara wonders whether the descending trend of Chart -.o. 2
"Identification ana Preparation of Projects; could affect our lending
progran for Prscal 4ear 1970. Would you prepare a reply siuilar to
tile one given by Or. Lvans by close of business on Friday, August 30.

Attachient

BChadenet jh



xr. Robert S, .iclaIIara August 23, 1968

ii.. Chnet 3. Chadenet

imication of tha Descendinu; Tron" of 'hart o. 2
Idoutification and fraparaion of Projects On

-saus to be di Fiscal Year 17 .

1n response to your quemtio, as the Agriculture fDvision a io inly

responsible tor tui da trend of t . chart, I have askev Mr. ivans

to review the mituati"" @f , icultl loan$ and CreOits to be

.1 ned in Fiscal Year 197O.

As bhown in ,xz. E asorsndu, of the 51 projects to be signed

1n Fiscal Year 1970,

2 are in tas pipelim.r (.hart :,o. 4)

4 will untec Lhe j4pelin at its 1owr cnd anI later becduue

they are repeater oprations (no need to identify or pre-

pare thee)
15 hatv not yet Qnterad the Ipelimo becaUss they are still in

the pOeliiniry *ta of Ti.ent1tfcation, and we are iot yet
devotinu. aty tiee to temW

i a askin the 4ucation. ablic Ltilities eno etrnsportation

lvisions to carry - 4i i ar arfiyee which 1 will menu you later.

tta--lnt

au Ea jfe

cc. Mr. AMdeverield
- ,re AItr t, avr a a o



Mr. B. Chadevet August 22, 1968

L. J

Progress of Operations

Reference Mr. McNamara's query on your July Progress of Operations
Chart No. 2 ("Identification and Preparation of Projects*): "fhat is the trend
implied as to the number of loans to be signed in FY 1970?". The following
is the position so far as agricultural operations are concerned:

a) In July we had 38 projects at 'appraisal and negotiation",
(Chart 3), and 42 projects at "Identification and preparation,
(Chart 2). In addition we have a supporting list of 53 projects
which are not yet formally entered into our "progress of
operations" reports or on to your charts, because they are in
early stages of identification (by our Permanent Missions in
Nairobi and Abidjan or 1V FAO), and they have not yet reached
the stage where a significant amount of staff time in
Wahington is being devoted to them.

b) The 51 agricultural projects for which in the Five Year Program
loams and credits are to be signed in FY 1970 are derived from
the following:

i) from projects now at "appraisal and negotiation",
(0hart 3), 5

ii) from projects at "identification and preparation",
(Chart 2), 23

iii) "repeater" loans or credits, 8

iv) projects in early stages of identification, not
yet shown on your charts. (These are ones on which
we shall have to work hard in FT 1969 to have then
ready for signing in FT 1970).

a

cc: Messrs. *penhans/Veraart

LJCEvans alkt
ID



Mr. A. Y, Oeolot Jivy 8, 1968

F. Rliggiabottom

Critical Path DI!am

I return hweith your prigizal Critical Path Diagram

attached to your mmo of June 28 with som oments thereon. The

times suggested for the various tasks are also indicated. I also

attach horith some notee and vuggestions in connection therewith,

Attachments

Migginbottom/gc.



Mr. .T oung/r.S.C. aay July 5, 1968.

Critical Path Diagram
A,?. Goolot MW of Jun. 28, 1968

It appears that the effort here might be to prapare a master Critical
Path Diagram (CPD) for a typical project. I think this could be very heb3AfUl to
those charged with preparing a CPD for a specific project.

With this idea in mind I have the felleing amment s

1 Quite obviously there are several activities (tasks) not abmo bet
within and withcut the Division. gane secondary events are not shion but
the main events seem to be fairly wEll covered.

2. To prepar, a master diagram and resolve camment I above, I suggest
that a ouqpabensive list of every possible task be prepared. This should
include tasks by any Bank Division, Department or group that may be
involved as well as all tasks that may be performed by Governmnt or others
outside te bank. UWen this list is finalized all events could be identified
and related to all tasks requiring prior completion.

3. ft=e 2 above it is a saple matter ot drafting to prepare the master MPD
which, of ceurse, would not show task tme. Perhaps different masters
should be prepared for Highimys, Ports, hailroods, Utilities, Agriculture, ete.

. With a mster CPD the individual in charge of a specific project could
prepare a draft of a project CFD by abstraeting appropriate tasks and events
fr=n the master. After the draft CPD has been rowied and approved (I would
suggest by the Section, Division and Working ?ar) times emld then be
assigned to the tasks and the critical path dstermined. The matter of tim
assignmnts is very important and all event time should be reviewed and
agreed upon by those involved.

5. It should be noted that assigning times and ideantifying the critical
path before complete agreement is reached on all tasks and events can result
in considerable wasted effort and time.

6. Making the diagram and determining the critical path can be very
beneficial as it requires those responsible for the project to identi4 all
work item (tasks) at an early stage, determine their interrelation (events)
and to plan the entire project in detail. weoever, mach of Ue value of the
CPOD will be lost if it is not kept up to date at frequent intervals and the
critical path adjusted to reflect slippage, added or deleted tasks, etc.

I believe that the CPR would be a valuable tool as it quickly shws the
project status at any given time and met importantly, it pinpoints delays and
enables a quick determination of their effect, if any, or specific events % the
target date. I would be glad to help as needed to get this operational.

soMhhr/qlf mmott
ecu MR. D.C. Ele



FoRI No ? INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. Carmichael, Engelmann, Hardy, DATE: June 28, 1968

Hogg, Sir Gordon Mackay
FROM: A.F. Geolot

SUBJECT: Critical Path Diagram

The attached diagram is an attempt to show the flow and timing
of tasks and events in transportation appraisals. Not all the tasks
(symbolized by lines) nor all the events (symbolized by circles) are common
to all appraisals.

No event can take place unless the task arrowed into it has
been completed and no task can begin before the event from which the task
proceeds. I would like you to (i) add to the diagram tasks and/or events
that have been left out, (including tasks that would be parallel in time
with other tasks, as well as those which would be consequent), (ii) check
that the sequence is correct, (iii) put against each task the normal time

(or range of time) for typical appraisals in your section. Where an in-
cluded task is not performed for your type of appraisal put in the time as
zero.

You will note that most of the tasks and events on the attached
diagram are primarily related to this Division's actibLties; a few (e.g. pre-
paration of loan documents and the economic report) are the responsibility
of other departments. At a later date we intend to incorporate complete
diagrams from the other departments but until then I think we should in-
dicate in our diagram the tasks and events of common occurrence that eeneern
the other departments and which are obviously pertinent to the progress of
the project.

In addition please mark in any tasks that would have to be
performed by the Government indicating the earliest event at which they
could start and the latest event by which they must be finished. Examples
would be the arrangements for setting up a port authority, review and
revision of railway tariffs as a condition of negotiation.

Please return completed diagrams by July 5.

If you have any queries please ask Mr. Messenger or Mr. Elliott.

Attachment

DCEI iott:mdi



1. It might be better if diagram was arranged in three groups.

A, Project Identification events 1 - 8

B. Project Preparation events 9 - 34

C. Project Appraisal events 34 - 36

Not all groups are wanted for all projects, but where needed the final
event forms a specific requirement before next stage can proceed.

2. Special conditions, e.g., formation of Port Authority national or
local might come in A or B or be condition of effectiveness after
event 56.

3. Port project do not generally have final anginering prior to
appraisal.

at
4. Times indicated are/beat "aesstimates"

5. Sub event 12, 13, iliand 15 will not be true if credit made for
preliinary/Inal engineering. In this event 3overnment must select
consultants and advise Bank.



Mr. Gerald Alter (Through ay? 1968

S. Shahid Hasain

Delays in Processin of Projects

In response to your invitation at the Staff Meeting for suggestions
to expedite the processing of projects, I have put down a few - based on our
experience in Brazil.

1. Clearance of Appraisal Reports Within the Projects Department

ven the first draft of a report, before its submission to the
Working Party, has to be reviewed by a number of persons within the particu-
lar division of the Projects Department. For example, the first draft of
the Brazil highways' appraisal report had to be reviewed by five individuals
within the Transortation Division, namely Messrs. Schaefer, Head of the
Mission, North, Sub-section Chief for Highways in the Western Hemisphere,
Hardy, Section Chief for Highways, Hogg, Chief Economist, and Baum, Assistant
Director. My suggestion is that since we seek to employ as project engineers
and economists highly qualified persons, there should be sufficient confidence
in their ability to allow a first version of an appraisal report to be pre-
sented to the Working Party - which, after all, is a working party and not
the final authority - without review by supervisors. This approach has a
number of merits. It allows the expression of views by other interested
departments at a fairly early stage in the formulation of the project before
attitudes in the Projects Department harden owing to positions taken at
higher levels. Moreover, since the comments and views of all concerned
departments would have been obtained at a sufficiently early stage, there
would be only one process of revision and rewriting of the report. This
would be after its review by the Working Party and by the respective super-
visors in the Projects Department.

2. Interruption of Report Writing by Missions

It is not uncommon for members of appraisal missions to be sent on
other missions before they can finish writing the appraisal report. For
example, Mr. Hughes, Economist on the Brazil highway appraisal mission, was
pulled out to work on Yugoslavia, Afghanistan and the Brazil transport survey
before he could even start writing the economic section of the appraisal report;
Mr. Schaefer, Chief of the Mission, had to go on missions before he could write
his portion of the report. Consequently, Mr. Parmeggiani, the Deputy Chief of
the Masion, waited long months before the report could be written and, finally,
when it was written it was found that Mr. Parmeggiani'v work was not up to
the mark. It would be a good rule, to be reduced to writing, that members of
returning appraisal missions should not be sent on other missions and should
not be engaged in other work until the completion of their report and its
processing by the Working Party. Any departure from this rule should be
reported by the Chairman of the Working Party to the Director of the Area
Department concerned.



Mr. Gerald Alter - 2 - May ?, 1968

3. Coipeting Prioritios

Very often different projects compete for the time and attention
of the aame persons in the Projects Department. Sometimes the Area Depart-
mente concerned are not censulted in the setting of priorities. I suggest
that as a rule the Area Departments should be formally consulted whenever
competing demands are likely to delay the submission of an appraisal report.

4. Time Limit for the Submission of Appraisal Reports

I suggest that a flat time limit, say three months, be set for
the submission of the first draft of an appraisal report to the Working
Party, and that any akgnificant delays be reported by the Chairman of the
Working Party to the Department head. Obviously, this time limit would be
appropriate only if the measures suggested in 1, 2 and 3 are taken. Given
these measures, the three-month limit would be a reasonable one.

act Mr. Chaufournier
Mr. iese

SSHmusaintbe



Mr. Duncan S. Bal December 11, 1967

Cornelis P. van Dij

Project Praraton I sible use of Pre-Formas, by Mr. J. J. Stewart

1. I found Mr Stewart's proposals for the use of pro-form.s in project
preparation most useful and support his suggestion that we should use these prow
form.s in soms country as a test case. My only question, after studying Mr. Stewart's
paper is whother this is really enough? ts a project sufficiently prepared as soon
as a government has filled out the pro-formas?
2. The pro-formas have been based on "an analysis O the statistics important
enough to have been included in recent appraisal reports" (para. 5). BkIt is not
there much information, vital for a thorough appraisal of a project, which does
not go into an appraisal report, if only because of lack of space?

3. Mr. Stewart's study also assumes that the quantitative or numerical infor-
mation, which can be given in the pro-formas is "precisely the essential data"
whereas "descriptive prose" is less essential (para. 4 points ab, o). Personally
I find the "descriptive prose" often more reveAling than statistics and would con-
sider that*

a. statistics in developing countries are highly muneliable;

b. statistics, even when correot, reveal their proper importance
only after analysis and interpretation;

c. by concentrating en the quantiative aspects, a governsent's
qualitative assessment of its education system and its needs might
go unnoticed.

I therefore suggest that, while maintaining the pro-formas, we invite the government
in question to interpret and analyse its own statistics, by asking specific ques-
tions in such matters as:

i. existing gaps in the present edcation system;

ii. quality of instruction;

:i. efficiency of the system, utilisation of resources;

iv. links between education plan and the country's development
plan;

v. diversification of the system in view of manpower needs.

4. Ap&rt from the abovementioned observations, I would suggest the following
in respect of the pro-formas:



Mr. Duncan S. Ballantine - 2 - December 11, 1967

(a) Chapter III Educational Expenditures should contain a table in
which expenditure, for each level of education, is subdivided into
(i) personnel expenditure, (ii) material expenditure.

(b) I suggest another breakdown of the first table of Chapter IV
Manpower Requirements#

- professional and sub-professional occupations should be
separated since they are trained at different educational
levels;

- science-based and non-scienced-based occupations should
be separktd.

The two tables, presented in this chapter, would be sufficient
if the government provides us, at the same time, with a sufficiently
detailed and rehble manpower 04cdy. If this is not the case we
should ask for considerably more information, at least:

- present (and projected future) labor force by economic
sector, by occupation, by educational attainment and by
nationality;

- economic development plan (by sector);

- unemployment statistics;

- emigration of skilled manpower (brain-drain).

In addition we should ask for information about the wage and salary
structure.

(a) I found chapter V Teacher Training difficult to roads

- in the tables the existing teaching force appears to be
broken dftn by origin, rather than by qualifications (which
is more relevant);

- at the bottom of the tables the total number of teachers
in service (ABC) is compared with the numbers needed,
showing deficits year by year. This presentation disgises
the replacement factor (both normal replacement and replace-
ment of expatriate teachers) and makes it difficult to judge
whether the output of the teacher training institutions (last
page of capter V) is adequate. It would be useful to know
whether the government plans or is committed to replace ex-
patriate teachers and in what period of time.



Xr. Duncan 8. Ballantine - 3 - December 11, 1967

- lacking from the tablest teachers' salaries
number of working hours
breakdown of teacher requirements

by subject.

CPvanDijksrg
IBRD/IDA

cc t Mr. J. J. Stewart
Operational Files
Division Files



FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED: April 26, 1967

TO: Mr. Darnell

FROM: Mr. van Gent

FILED UNDER: Liaison - Bank/FAO

SUMMARY:

FAO draft outline for Forestry Project Preparation.



FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED: April 25, 1967

TO: Mr. George F. Darnell

FROM: Mr. M. J. Wg.Lden

FILED UNDER: P. & P. - Bank/FAO

SUMMARY:

Draft Outline of Fisheries Projects.

Suggestions regarding FAO draft outlines for project
preparation Fisheries.



FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: memo

DATED: April 24, 1967

TO: Mr. Helmers, Mr. Walden, Mr. von Gontard
Mr. van Gent

FROM: Mr. Darne 11

FILED UNDER: P. & P. - Bank/FAO

SUMMARY:

Suggested FAO draft outlines for projects preparation.



Mr. Andrew Kmarck thr*49I Brwt WLtedt December 16, 1966

Jack Brovsmon

StAff Metn ~oei sAaglua rj EtsPEglW.dw 9.0Nm 2M1.00

Refere in md to the Prositation by Otto )eiSa and the
vudboquent discumion o U& d1Xfiwwns over an agrIculturl proJect
botweva the Washington offio and the Bast African Field Staff. There
is an almoot ingvitabla bia- &oainwt "outsiders" doing what a ddpart-
ment cmisiders it 1unction. (Therm ame swe vory entai analogiLee

he" to orgpnizaonal difficulties that occur betumn home offio. nd
field stmffs in international corporations.)

The thougt ourd to ze that taia difficulty nd4ht be over-
co by altering the role of ts Field Staff a"d their procedure. It

shoul be the Field Staff' role to intfy project opportunties in the
field and then request a Washington Staff mmad on twqporary anuignment
to belp preparm a project prqposel. This prveeduro would give the
Departmut an cpporunity to buiLld in what experienc bas twAuht them
ahould be In a propoal. It smud a1o hp to brige the psychological
and q*atioml &tp betues Wan ngton staff w4 field pereannal.

001 3. Walstedt
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Mr. B. Chadenet February 16, 1966

3. Takahashi

Project Identification and Preparation -
Operatina] Memorandum

1. The Agriculture Division has the following coments to offer
on the Revised Operational relating to Proj et Identification
and Preparation$

parSgraph 2 a)
Whoreis project Identifiection do"s iv"lTO the prelimnary

determination of the nature of potential project, we wonder whether it
also determines the "size". surely no more than an order of magnitude
can be arrived at at this early stage in the life of a project.

Sipinpal means for the identification of projects are
listed. There is also a seventh, though perhaps not a principal, method
of identifying project and that is Bank Technical Assistance Missions
such as the mission which is currently being planned for Mauritania.
This mission is similar to an economic mission though mounted at the
request of the governaent. It will, inter alia, be looking for projeots
to identify for possible future Bank lending.

Paragraph 5e
We suggeSEhIat rather than "following the execution of the

feasibility study....", what is meant here is following the Win ation
of the feasibility study, since execution perhaps implies completion.
Two lines later in the same sentence reference is made to "the studies"
which should presumably be in the singular.

We have some difficulty in the first sentence. In the ease of
Identification under paragraph 4 a), b), d), e) and possibly f), there
is no doubt that the Area Department is responsible. However, for
Identification Missions mounted under the FAO/IMD Cooperative Program as
in paragraph 4 e), the Projects Department is responsible. TWs when a
specific project Identification mission is mounted, as mentioned in the
second sentence of paragraph 7, the consultation is I the Projects
Department and with the other bepartwsnts.

Later in this paragraph it is stated that this Department is
"responsible for providing necessary briefing" for Identification and
Preparation Missions. This Department is in fact responsible for a good
deal more than Oust briefing. We actually establish the composition and
selection of personnel, prepare the terms of reference, and review the
missions' reports.



Mr. B. Chadenet - 2 - February 16, 1966

-finthe seenad senteone of this paragraph to be a little
confusing (perhaps it is the superfltity of punctuation).

2. We veleome the elear definition of what constitutes project
identification and Preparation. This is particularly important to us because
of the FAO Program where both Project Identification and Preparation missions
are normally the responsibility of FAO. Similrly we weleome the strong
position taken in the secend sentence of paragraph 9.

3. Undoubtedly, this Operational Memorandum will os the subject of
diseussions in bnm when Messrs. Aldewereld and Demuth are there in March.
In this connection we think it most important that an understanding is
reached at that time with regard to the responsibilitIes for Project
Identification and Preparation in the countries served by the Bank's two
African offices. There is, at present, a certain amount of coaftsion as to
what is the responsibility of FAC as opposed to the Nairobi and Abidjan
offices. The whole question of coordination of work in these countries noeds
to be ironed out.

K0inns/la.



Mr. B. Chadenet February 16, 1966

D.S. Ballantine

Assistance in Project Identification and Pro4ect Preparation

I do not think that the first two sentences of para. 7
are in accord with actual practice or could be applied. If
project identification is understood as defined in para. 2(a)
afbove it must be done by the Projects Departaent., albeit in
cooperation with the Area Department and recognizing that
Department's primary responsibility for lending programs.

The second sentence, indicating that assignment of Bank
staff for participation in sector studies, etc. is a responsi-
bility of Area Department, is also misle4ing unless it means
final approval and responsibility for the composition of such
missions. As far as the Education Division is concerned, the
personnel to be aasigned come generally from the Division,
Unesco, or as outside consultants. In all cases, their assign-
ments to these missions must be correlated with other assignments
for which the Division is resporsible. It is a standard practice
of this Division to refer all nominations to the Area Department
concerned and secure its agreement, but the actual responSibility
for selection and assigning personnel is in fact exercised by the
Division.and must be.

It is recognized that the Development Services Department
has responsibility for all relations with Unesco. In actual
practice it prefers not to be involved in routine operations but
to be consulted only on questions of policy and general procedure.
Thus, the second ntenee of par4. 8 as I read it is somewhat
misleading.

DSBallantine: js
IBRD


